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The Salted Fish Shop (A Sonnet)
It hung there for a long time, that salted fish
On the first day of work I used a pole
to hang it up and I started thinking
this salted fish is so handsome
surely someone is going to pick it
but day after day it hung there upright
and not a single grain of salt fell
Today someone should pick it
Looking at it every morning I thought every day
this same thing every day I looked at it
and slowly it became my hope each day
until my boss came to me today and said
You look as dumb as a salted fish
Don’t bother coming back tomorrow
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And So You Look at Festival Lights
along the Street
Never meeting as life goes on,
always like the stars Scorpius and Orion.
Then what evening is this—
with fireworks so resplendent?
Returning to your apartment you find
you’ve lost your key
Did you try turning
the door handle?
The sound of a jiggling handle
tells you there are no miracles
or there’s a miracle inside
that you can’t see
You think of the nearest friend
From the nearest to the farthest
they’ve all gone out to see the fireworks
Looking at festival lights along the street
you’re not used to every lightbulb
brightening for you
You’re not used
to those fawning
bells in numerous colors
convincing you of pure merriment
but you join along with the joyful hymns
recalling a sock hanging in front of iron bars
on an endless night—was it humor
or irony from the prisoner?
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But you know the greatest joke
is when you come back
and all of your comrades are out
Tonight the fireworks are resplendent
and you’re sure
if they’d known
they would have stayed home
and called for their wives and children
to be introduced to you one by one
amid various wallpapers
and merriments
and yet mist rises from the corner of your eye
as you know that while far away it may be worth struggling for
worth restraining and refining oneself for
worth fighting for
every once in a while
this joy of being on parole
and so you look at festival lights along the street
and gradually get used
to the gaze of holiday lights
and how they try to please you
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Flying Ants Approaching Water
Flying ants gathering
on the eve of a rainstorm—
my father would say,
Bring me a basin of water,
and shuffling his wooden clogs
my older brother would clomp into the kitchen
We watched Father
climb onto a chair and table,
unhook the hanging wire
and lower the bulb
Then Mother
turned off
the remaining lights
and we gathered around
under the single bulb
Flying ants swirled in a frenzy
In the water’s ripples our family’s eyes
sparkled inexplicably
and laughed inexplicably
Many years have passed
Like a flying ant, my father
flew into another basin
and we left our old home
For a long time, we haven’t heard
the sound of clogs
My young daughter and son ask,
Was that Grandpa’s idea?
29
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In my sorrow
I don’t know how to respond
So I tell them to bring me
a basin of water,
invite Grandma into the sitting room
and open all the windows
and turn off all the lights
It’s not the eve of a rainstorm
We won’t see flying ants swirl
but we’d still like
to light a lamp,
lean in toward the water
and listen to Grandma, waving her palm-leaf fan,
recounting scenes from childhood
The children’s eyes
like ours from years ago
sparkling wondrously
laughing wondrously
Is this a night from many years before?
Is this a basin from many years later?
We flew here like flying ants
and we’ll fly away like flying ants
under the light
above the light
in the ripples of water where we see
our own eyes
the joyful eyes of an entire family
and the once-undulating
eternally undulating
eyes of the beloved
31
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The Emperor’s New Clothes
The emperor put on his new clothes
and exposed
an invisible
hand
Except for the child
all the people
in the kingdom
knew this secret
which is why
altogether they bear
the laughter of their descendants
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Startling Hair
The swirling poles of the barber shops
swirl at greater and greater speed
Some lie horizontally now, smashing the norm
Some have become rings with added colors
They used to wash our hair after cutting it
Now the order’s reversed
Mother had insisted on our heads
being shaved bare—
She smiles in the mirror
at our faces in tears
Sweet-smelling talcum powder
from a feathery brush
Comic books commandeered on laps
Pages flipping as if blown by the wind
Across the arms of the barber’s chair
rests a wooden board
We sit up straight with pride
though sometimes we grumble
hoping for a day
when it can be cast aside
Before and behind the mirror people come and go
Within and beyond the mirror
spring flowers bloom and the autumn moon wanes
Hairstyles evolve
each one timelier than the last
Holding up a mirror
I admire myself more
and more each time
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until one day
shaking the endless hair clippings
from our necks, we’re startled
by the absence of Mother’s face
in a mirror full of faces
I turn around abruptly
in a panic, but fortunately
I see Mother just walking in from the alley
bringing the soft, light
feeling of a barber’s brush
and the sweet-smelling memories
of talcum powder
even though her hair turned white overnight
and we brothers
don’t look in the mirror much anymore
so that’s why we know nothing
why it seems we know nothing
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Plugging Your Ears to Steal a Bell
You asked me how the bell was stolen
Well, it’s a long but simple story:
One day a man came to our village
and told us about a thief who plugged his ears to steal a bell—
what a ridiculous tale!
We doubled up laughing, bursting our sides
Amid the sounds of laughter
we suddenly seemed
to have a kind of respect
for the stupid people in this world
It was said the man
was an especially moving speaker, telling his story
over and over
thousands and thousands of times until
one day
we saw him from afar
and covered our ears in fright
hurrying away
Ah, the bell in our village
It used to make an incomparable sound
Right when that man opened his mouth
and came closer and closer
right then
in broad daylight
ding-a-ling ding-a-ling
it was stolen
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Oh yes
It’s funny
It’s ridiculous
utterly so, and that’s why you
and I are dead set on plugging
our ears now
even if in another village
there’s another bell
strands of chimes
slabs of stone gongs
a cart a boat
with golden chalices and copper-headed pigs and dogs stacked up
on bronze cauldrons
even if every bit
of everything
disappears with a clang
I won’t believe it
and I won’t
listen again
to such a tale
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Rubbing Black Bean Sauce on a Pomfret
A fish said,
“If you’re going to steam me
and fry me
and flip me
why rub black bean sauce
on me so gently?”
“I pity myself,
envisioning one day
what you are, I will become”
“Is that a person talking?
This is a fish talking”
“Indeed
when a fish speaks
people should fall silent
Let me rub black bean sauce
and a love potion
gently on your body
and mine”
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